March 2013 MUG Meeting

The March 19th MUG Meeting was hosted by:

• Cindy Russell (Associate Vice Chancellor, Faculty Administration & Educational Technology)
• Kristy Conger (Educational Technology Specialist)

This session focused on showcasing task management apps and apps that can be used in teaching and learning.

Priority Matrix

Cindy Russell provided an overview and demo of the task management iPad app, Priority Matrix. She highlighted specific features of the app including the four-section matrix that allows users to sort items by priority or due date and the ability to visually organize items with colors, icons, and labels.

Additional information about Priority Matrix can be found at:


OmniFocus

Dr. Russell provided an overview and demo of the task management iPad app, OmniFocus. She highlighted specific features of the app including the map feature that connects tasks to specific geographic locations and the forecast feature that highlights approaching task deadlines.

Additional information about the OmniFocus iPad app can be found at:

http://www.omnigroup.com/products/omnifocus-ipad/overview/

Skitch

Kristy provided an overview and demo of the app, Skitch. Skitch allows users to quickly capture, annotate, and share various types of images. She highlighted specific features of the app including the ability to capture and annotate images taken with the iPad camera. Images can easily be shared through a user's Evernote account. It was suggested that students could use the app to capture and document images during lab or simulation experiences.

Additional information about the Skitch app can be found at:

http://evernote.com/skitch/
**AudioBoo**

Kristy provided an overview and demo of the iPhone app, AudioBoo. AudioBoo is an application that allows users to record and share audio. She highlighted specific features of the app including the ability to embed recordings on webpages. It was suggested that faculty could use AudioBoo to record and post announcements within their Blackboard courses.

Additional information about the AudioBoo iPhone app can be found at:

http://audioboo.fm/